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REDWOOD CITY, Calif.- SentreHEART, Inc. announced that it has received CE Mark approval 

for the LARIAT Surgical Left Atrial Appendage (LAA) Suture Delivery Device. The LARIAT 

Surgical LAA device is a new, intuitive, suture-based solution for soft tissue closure, including 

the LAA. European surgeons can now offer their patients precise, user-controlled delivery of a 

50mm pre-tied suture loop through traditional open surgical procedures or through an access 

port as small as 5mm. 

 
The LARIAT Surgical LAA device compliments the company’s innovative soft tissue closure 

technology by leveraging the LARIAT’s low profile delivery, designed to be compatible with a 

broad array of surgical approaches for LAA or other soft tissue closure. Features of the LARIAT 

Surgical include an easy-to-use 50mm snare that is compatible with access as small as 5mm, a 

malleable shaft design for ease of use in delivery from different access locations, and an 

integrated suture-tightening system to reduce the risk of operator variability during closure. The 

surgeon, while under direct visualization, can guide the LARIAT Surgical snare loop over soft 

tissue, including the left atrial appendage, confirm its exact closure location, and deploy the pre-

tied suture, resulting in immediate, complete ligation without leaving any metal or clip behind. 

 
Russell Seiber, President and CEO, said, “The LARIAT Surgical device solves many of the issues 

posed by current closure technologies in surgery. Improving the surgeon’s control, reducing 

operator variability and minimizing technique dependence through a simple to deliver, 

repeatable, suture-based solution is more natural for cardiac surgeons and should lead to better 

outcomes.” 



 
ABOUT THE LARIAT Surgical LAA Device 

 
The LARIAT Surgical LAA Device is available for international use only. The LARIAT Surgical LAA 

Device is not available for sale in the United States. 
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